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Abstract
The decade following the 2010–2011 Arab uprisings saw a flourishing of emerging media organisations across the region.
The most recognisable examples of these new independent media actors include Enab Baladi in Syria, Mada Masr in Egypt,
and Inkyfada in Tunisia. However, this phenomenon comprises a much more diverse set of actors from small‐scale asso‐
ciative radio stations in Tunisia to numerous exilic Syrian media outlets. Building on previous research as well as recent
fieldwork in Tunisia and Turkey, this article is an attempt to make sense of the genesis, development, and relevance of this
new class of media actors. We argue that these emerging media organisations can be seen to represent specific interven‐
tions into the politics of voice in their various national and local contexts, but ones that share similar logics. To elucidate this
argument, we propose a multi‐dimensional understanding of these interventions that brings together voices (actors, issues,
discourses), modalities of voice (organisational models, values, production value), and the underlying political economy of
these emerging media (funding, institutionalisation). However, the article also argues that these interventions, and the log‐
ics they share, themselves belie a complex interaction between the political and professional agency and precarity of these
media organisations and the individuals, and groups, behind them. We believe that combining these two perspectives is a
necessary step for a more nuanced understanding of the nature and practice of these emerging media organisations.
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1. Introduction
The decade following the 2010–2011 uprisings in the
Middle East and North Africa (MENA) saw a flourish‐
ing of emerging media organisations across the region.
The most recognisable examples of these new indepen‐
dent media actors include now‐established outlets such
as Enab Baladi in Syria, Mada Masr in Egypt, and Inkyfada
in Tunisia. This phenomenon, however, comprises a
much broader class of actors across the region. These
actors vary widely in size, reach, style, and medium; from
small‐scale local associative radio stations in Tunisia to
the numerous exilic Syrian media outlets. To a significant
extent, the emergence and development of these media
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actors is a response to particular dislocations, opportu‐
nities, and crises of mediation following the uprisings in
their own (often national) contexts. While acknowledg‐
ing this, this article is an attempt to zoom out of the local
scale to make sense of the broader and shared logics
underlying this decade of emerging media.
The argument presented herewith builds on the
author’s previous research into emerging media, includ‐
ing recent on‐site fieldwork in Tunisia—focusing on asso‐
ciative radios—and Turkey—focusing on exilic Syrian
media. The fieldwork across Tunisia combined field
visits to 11 local associative media organisations and
20 semi‐structured interviews with editors and journal‐
ists of these media, as well as representatives from
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institutional actors involved in the field of associative
media (see Badran et al., 2021). The fieldwork in Turkey
entailed three months of participant observation at the
newsroom of Enab Baladi, a Syrian exilic media outlet
based in Istanbul, as well as 18 semi‐structured inter‐
views with journalists and editors (see Badran & Smets,
2021). Finally, the insights from these two studies were
complemented by in‐depth interviews with editors from
emerging media in Egypt (Mada Masr) and Jordan (7iber;
pronounced “Hiber”).
The media organisations featured in this study
encompass a range of political contexts, mediums, and
organisational models. The insights gained from this
diverse field are used in this article to reflect on the
entanglement with voice that these emerging actors col‐
lectively represent; to propose a tentative framework
that can be used to analyse this entanglement. The arti‐
cle also aims to historicise these different projects and
contexts of emerging media by placing them in conver‐
sation with one another, and with developments and
changes in the journalistic field more broadly. The frame‐
work we propose to make sense of emerging media
centres the notion of voice as a possible entryway to
conceptualising their genesis and development, and a
perspective through which we can provide a more com‐
plex analysis of their practices and trajectories.
2. Voice and Its Politics
The question of voice is at the heart of the emer‐
gence and development of these organisations as well
as that shared generative political moment of 2011 and
its aftermath—which for some represented an absolute
point of genesis, e.g., Enab Baladi, while for others one
of important inflexion and re‐constitution, e.g., 7iber.
Across the region, polities that, at least partly, built their
stability upon an acute denial of voice (see, for exam‐
ple, Badr, 2021, on Egypt; Cavatorta & Haugbølle, 2012,
on Tunisia; Wedeen, 1999, on Syria;), and a constant
(and in human terms, brutal) management of the con‐
ditions of “muteness and ventriloquism” (Watts, 2001),
were unequivocally repudiated by the crowds amassed
in Tunis, Cairo, Homs, and Manama, to mention but a
few. Their rebuke was an undeniable act of voice that
demanded and compelled a response.
Voice here, at a most basic level, should be under‐
stood as both the process (and ability) of engaging in self
and collective narratives of one’s life as well as the con‐
scious valuing and privileging of such process (Couldry,
2010). In Couldry’s (2010) account, voice is a form of
“reflexive agency” that is grounded in (public) relations
of sharing and exchange in the social world and one that
is dependent on material and narrative resources for its
efficacy. Indeed, as Manyozo (2016, p. 57) notes, voice
is not a product that “can be packaged” as such, but a
communicative act, “a form of lived reality, a critical actu‐
ality, a conversational and dialogical pathway through
which the oppressed question their socio‐political and
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economic reality.” Voice’s transformative potential—and
indeed its ability to function as a (communicative) proxy
for political and moral agency—lies in that dialectics of
exchange where individuals and groups learn of them‐
selves and others (Couldry, 2010; Manyozo, 2016).
As a reflexive agency, voice is also a quintessen‐
tially ethical proposition in that it centres “the prob‐
lems and obligations incumbent in community building
and arouses in persons and groups the frustrations, suf‐
ferings, and joys of such commitments” (Watts, 2001,
p. 185). This nuance is important if we are to delineate
an engagement with voice that goes beyond a unilin‐
ear account of voice (as an expression) and integrates
the questions of recognition and listening (Couldry,
2009; Dreher, 2009; Schmoll, 2021). Couldry’s bifurcated
approach to voice (as both a process and a second‐order
value) opens the door for establishing a more ecumenical
framework of voice, which is at least as concerned with
how voice is recognised and made effective, as it is with
the practice and ethics of speaking up.
Analytically, centring the engagement with voice in
our understanding of emerging media is an attempt to
refract the (academic) gaze to peer through the per‐
spectives of these actors, and in so doing, interrupt
some of the dominant perspectives on the role and
nature of mediation in the 2010–2011 Arab uprisings
and their aftermath. In this, we follow in the foot‐
steps of Hirschman (1970), Watts (2001), Couldry (2010),
and others who explicitly engage with voice as a way
to displace and interrupt certain dominant rationalities
(the economic rationality of “exit” in Hirschman’s clas‐
sic account, 1970, or neoliberal rationality in the case of
Couldry, 2010).
In our case, centring the notion of voice in our
account propels us to interpret and evaluate the dis‐
courses, practices and structures of these actors as
(contingent) frameworks for the selection, amplification,
and privileging of certain voices and the modalities to
make these voices more effective. On one level, it allows
us to interrupt the technocentric analysis of these actors.
Such accounts of the Arab uprisings and their aftermath
(e.g., Howard & Hussain, 2013) tend to subsume the dif‐
ferent (and messy) processes of voice—where the dialec‐
tics of exchange, for example, become subsumed into
the abstract notion of “circulation” (see Dean, 2010)—
into a reified sense of technology which becomes the
central articulation and the way we make sense of the
agency of these actors.
On another, it allows us to complicate and challenge
functionalist approaches that privilege a hegemonic (and
often linear) model of democratisation (famously cri‐
tiqued by Carothers, 2002) as the lens through which
to understand the role played by these actors. In these
accounts, often dominant in technocratic policy prescrip‐
tions and development programmes (see, for example,
Norris, 2008), the media’s role is circumscribed to that
of the guarantor of “good governance” and “democratic
transition.” But as Teti and Gervasio (2021) show in the
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case of Egypt, the EU’s broader discourse on democracy
promotion in the region has also tended to “delegitimise
both the conception of democracy” held by the indige‐
nous populations, as well as their concrete “political and
socioeconomic demands” (p. 1), thus completely obfus‐
cating the question of voice in the process.
A shift in the perspective towards voice means cen‐
tring, above all else, the actual processes of exchange
of narratives, their underlying modalities and resources,
and the changes, evolutions, and contestations in these
processes, as well as how we make sense of the agency
of these actors.
3. Emerging Media as an Intervention
In the following sections, we elucidate a different under‐
standing of emerging media as representing specific
interventions into the politics of voice in their various
national and local contexts, but which nonetheless share
similar logics. We propose a multi‐dimensional under‐
standing of these interventions that brings together
voices (actors, issues, discourses), modalities of voice
(organisational models, norms, production value), and
the underlying political economy of these emerging
media (funding, institutionalisation).
3.1. Voices
Perhaps the most recognisable and intuitive dimension
of the intervention constituted by emerging media organ‐
isations is the range of voices, discourses, and actors
they channel into the public sphere. The heterogeneity
and diversity of these voices are, if anything, a testa‐
ment to (and a function of) how deeply controlled and
sanitised some of these media landscapes were before
the 2010–2011 uprisings (Cavatorta & Haugbølle, 2012;
Wedeen, 1999). Indeed, as Wessels notes in her study
of Syria’s video‐activist collectives, these actors repre‐
sented a movement from a politics of simulacrum—of
“As If” (Wedeen, 1999)—to an attempt to document
“life and politics ‘As It Is,’ in a realistic cinema of facts”
(Wessels, 2017, p. 169).
The overwhelming majority of the founders of these
media outlets, as well as the journalists that make up
their ranks, were not socialised in the mainstream media
sector of their countries (whether state media, large pri‐
vate media or pan‐Arab media). Indeed, many of them
actually transitioned into journalism by way of their
activism before or during the protests, or in response to
the opportunities that opened up shortly in their after‐
maths, often developing their journalistic skills in con‐
cert with the maturing of their respective media outlets.
Even notable exceptions such as Lina Attallah, founder of
Mada Masr, or Lina Ejeilat, co‐founder of 7iber, who were
established journalists before 2011 (working for Egypt
Independent and Reuters, respectively), were far more
well‐known to English‐speaking audiences. Examples of
these new actors abound across the region, whether
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in Tunisia (Badran et al., 2021; Mezghanni, 2014), Libya
(Wollenberg & Pack, 2013; Wollenberg & Richter, 2020),
Syria (Issa, 2016; Wall & el Zahed, 2015) or beyond.
What makes this an important intervention into
the politics of voice in the region is not simply the
influx of new actors alone, but how this voice is “trans‐
lated” at the level of representation and the cacophony
of new discourses and debates these actors bring
with them. The rise of Kurdish‐language journalism in
Syria post‐2011, after nearly a half‐century of a state‐
sanctioned policy of linguicide (Hassanpour et al., 2012),
is emblematic in this regard (Badran & De Angelis, 2016).
So is the rise of associative media in Tunisia and its deep
articulation with issues of regional marginalisation and
inequality in the country (Badran et al., 2021).
These emerging media actors became important
vehicles for in‐depth critical reporting in contexts where
state and private media are largely co‐opted by the
regime. Mada Masr’s in‐depth reporting on the mili‐
tary establishment’s entanglement within, and capture
of, different economic sectors in Egypt under President
Abdelfattah el‐Sisi became an important resource for
researchers and the public alike, despite the incessant
harassment of the regime (Badr, 2020). Similarly, 7iber’s
coverage of the 2014 Israeli–Jordanian gas deal (for the
archive see “What we know about,” 2016) and the intri‐
cacies of the special agreement on border delineation
between the two states (see, for example, Jarrar, 2018),
helped galvanise a popular movement in the country in
opposition to these deals (Ryan, 2018).
The expansion and pluralisation of voices facilitated
by emerging media organisations is also visible in their
openness to covering and hosting conversations on sev‐
eral political and social taboos that had hitherto been
absent, or heavily sanitised and instrumentalised, in tra‐
ditional media coverage—including, but not limited to,
sectarianism and sectarian belonging (Badran & Smets,
2018), gender (Chancellor, 2020; Charaf, 2014), LGBTQ
politics (Saleh, 2020; Sbouai, 2015), and sexual violence
(Zaki, 2021). Just as important is their responsiveness to
more prosaic, but no less pressing, concerns such as in
Enab Baladi’s in‐depth coverage of property rights and
housing for displaced people (for the archive, see Enab
Baladi, n.d.), or the centring of the quotidian in the cri‐
tique of regional inequality in Tunisian associative media
(Badran et al., 2021).
3.2. Modalities
The second dimension on which we can observe a shared
logic among these emerging media actors is an explicit
orientation towards the professionalisation of journal‐
istic work. Much of the early accounts of the media‐
tised dimension of the 2010–2011 Arab uprisings, and
their aftermaths, centred on and emphasised the role
and impact of “citizen journalists” and “media activists,”
in particular how their user‐generated content spread
over social media and/or was integrated into mainstream
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media coverage. This approach built on existing schol‐
arly interest triggered by the blogging wave that spread
across the region in the 2000s (el‐Nawawy & Khamis,
2013; Radsch, 2008; York, 2012).
The amalgamation of networked protests and media
activism, during and immediately following the Arab
uprisings, was largely seen through the lens of Castells’s
“mass self‐communication” (Castells, 2009), privileging
a mode of communication that is “ ‘self‐generated,’
‘self‐directed’ and even ‘self‐selected’ in its reception”
(Wall & el Zahed, 2015, p. 722). Such an approach to
communication emphasised the movement away from
“professional” production towards a celebrated “ama‐
teur” aesthetic (Russell, 2016), away from hierarchical
structures and organisations towards networked indi‐
vidualism. Key to this is also the supposed empower‐
ing effect these shifts have in terms of civic engage‐
ment and democratisation (el‐Nawawy & Khamis, 2013;
Shirky, 2009).
Emerging media organisations, we argue, show a
movement in the opposite direction. Broadly speaking,
from a celebration of the amateur to an emphasis on pro‐
fessionalisation, and consequently, away from the cen‐
tring of individual contributors towards more elaborate
organisational and institutional structures. The transition
of 7iber from an open platform of citizen journalism to
a full‐fledged media organisation focused on in‐depth
reporting is indicative of this shift. As co‐founder Lina
Ejeilat reflected:
We started feeling that if this project is to grow, we
need to be dedicated full‐time….Opinions are impor‐
tant, and having spaces for opinion is important, but
what is genuinely missing and needed is in‐depth
journalism that contributes to knowledge production.
This was our approach from mid‐2012. We left our
other jobs, and we became engaged in the project
full‐time. (Personal communication, 2019)
This transition in the Syrian context was even more dra‐
matic and pronounced. User‐generated content dissem‐
inated by activists and citizen journalists in the early
months of the uprising were instrumental in commu‐
nicating its developments and showcasing the brutal
and repressive tactics of the Syrian regime, especially
in the context of a blanket ban on foreign reporters
(Andén‐Papadopoulos & Pantti, 2013; Salama, 2012).
Nevertheless, this celebrated horizontality and openness
also created conditions of fragmentation, political manip‐
ulation, and epistemic insecurity as the sheer volume
of content shared was impossible to verify, contextu‐
alise, and curate (Al‐Ghazzi, 2017; De Angelis, 2011; Della
Ratta, 2018; Wedeen, 2019). The emergence and pro‐
liferation of media outlets and platforms that empha‐
sised and re‐centred editorial processes (e.g., verifica‐
tion and selection) and structures is arguably a response
to these outcomes, and an attempt to reclaim the power
of narrative, of voice, that seemed to dissipate amid
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an atmosphere of “permanent digital suspicion” (Della
Ratta, 2018, p. 121).
Professionalisation in this sense, we would argue, is
seen in the orientation towards more centralised organ‐
isational structures and editorial processes, a critical
engagement with journalistic norms, and a focus on
craft and higher production value. Organisationally, we
witness a pronounced movement towards formally and
publicly constituting the organisation as a registered
(non‐profit, in most cases and where it is possible) entity
(Badran, 2020; Badran et al., 2021). This is accompanied
by a growing emphasis on editorial oversight and an elab‐
oration of editorial policies and processes—e.g., with
regards to sourcing, language/vocabulary, gender, etc.
(see Brownlee, 2020, pp. 178–182; Tatomir et al., 2020).
These developments on the editorial level are con‐
structed through an explicit engagement with and adap‐
tation of mainstream journalistic norms and vocabulary.
The diversity of contexts and types of media necessar‐
ily means that the way these norms are understood and
operationalised in‐situ differs accordingly. In a local asso‐
ciative radio station in Tunisia, objectivity is understood
in terms of transparency, integrity, and lack of politi‐
cal bias (for example in national or local election cover‐
age), while sometimes acknowledging that it has limited
purchase when it comes to advocating for the region’s
development. In the newsroom of Enab Baladi, how‐
ever, objectivity—understood in terms of balance and
the inclusion of multiple points of view, but also differen‐
tiated from “neutrality”—is seen as an essential compo‐
nent of the journalist’s professional identity and practice.
Nevertheless, whether in the local associative radios
in Tunisia’s marginalised towns or in Enab Baladi’s elab‐
orate newsroom in Istanbul, the workers in these media
outlets make their claims to authority first and foremost
in their capacity as “professional journalists” rather than
as citizens or activists. Mada Masr’s editor‐in‐chief, Lina
Attallah, in reflecting on this says that she saw their role
as “restoring the very classical role of journalism as an
act of bearing witness, of witnessing and telling what
you’ve just seen” in a polarised environment that had
become increasingly dominated by the regime’s media
machine (Hafez, 2015). The irony, however, as expressed
by 7iber’s Lina Ejeilat, is that “professional journalism”
in contexts of authoritarianism becomes itself a form
of activism:
In practice, what is journalism?….You go down and
you examine, and you become a witness to what is
happening. But bearing witness in countries and soci‐
eties that want to hide information, want to hide the
truth, and disfigure the narratives is also an act of
activism. (Personal communication, 2019)
The development and refinement of journalistic craft
and output are seen as important aspects of this process
of professionalisation—and in claiming authority on that
basis—in emerging media. For example, in Mada Masr,
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the basic competence of professional newsgathering was
seen as key:
We thought we needed to do newsgathering—this
operation that is monopolised by large organisations
with big newsrooms, or the big TV stations with
live studios and equipment, it should not stop there,
because there was horrific distortion at this very level
of information. We felt that before analysis, opinion,
reflection, and unpacking, we needed to provide the
information itself. (Personal communication, 2019)
While Enab Baladi’s training programme for aspiring jour‐
nalists places emphasis not only on the quality and clarity
of writing, and respect for established journalistic norms,
it is also underpinned by a rigorous deference to clas‐
sical journalistic forms and content genres (news items,
reports, human interest stories, etc.).
The intervention that emerging media organisations
articulate in terms of the modalities of voice‐making
entails a diverse and heterogeneous array of concrete
practices that correspond to the diversity of actors and
contexts. But the underlying logic of these practices is
an orientation towards the “professionalisation” of jour‐
nalistic work at different levels, and the valorisation of
those practices, values, and organisational models seen
to embody this process of professionalisation.
3.3. Political Economy
The third dimension lies in shifts at a structural
political‐economic level that accompanied and were co‐
constituted by emerging media organisations. These
shifts are seen in the new economic opportunity struc‐
ture that underlies this new class of actors, as well as
in the new institutional arrangements and practices they
experiment with.
Economically, the MENA uprisings and the collapse in
statist logics and control, to varying degrees, opened the
door to new modalities of sustaining and funding nascent
media organisations (see, for example, Sakr, 2016).
The most prominent and consequential of these support
mechanisms has been direct (financial and professional)
support from media development actors (El‐Issawi &
Benequista, 2020; Tatomir et al., 2020). Media devel‐
opment flows into the MENA region increased from
18,7 million USD in 2010 to 106,7 million USD in 2019, an
increase of nearly 600% (based on OECD official develop‐
ment assistance data, see Badran, in press).
Due to the contexts in which these media organ‐
isations operate, attaining financial self‐sufficiency is
an extremely arduous task. By and large, this is due
to political pressure that forecloses the possibility for
autonomous commercial operations for independent
media (see Sakr, 2016). But even in contexts where
such political pressure is attenuated (as in the case of
Tunisian associative media), worsening economic con‐
ditions across the region post‐2011 has meant that
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such funding streams are extremely narrow (Badran
et al., 2021).
Thus, media development aid, whether through
direct grants and project funding, equipment and mate‐
rial, or workshops and training, functions as an essen‐
tial lifeline for emerging media organisations. Moreover,
in a region where investments in media are often con‐
fined to state actors and associates favoured by a sys‐
tem of nepotism (e.g., Della Ratta et al., 2015), and thus
seen as largely corrupting, this alternative model of fund‐
ing lends credibility to emerging actors as independent
media makers.
The integration of media development aid into
this field of media actors is deeply interlinked with
the other shifts described herewith. The ability of
such media actors to professionalise their operations—
provide full‐time employment, develop editorial policies
and enforcement, develop elaborate organisational and
administrative structures, support content production
and skill development—is decidedly dependent on this
support and its persistence thus far (see Breiner, 2019).
Seen from a different perspective, these shifts are
also deeply shaped and influenced by this support.
The workshops and training offered by media develop‐
ment organisations and their interlocutors were a fac‐
tor in circumscribing the professional identity of these
journalists and media makers as they developed their
craft (again, in divergent and differentiated ways across
contexts and actors). One associative radio journalist in
Tunisia, in reflecting on the establishment of the radio
and her trajectory there, put this in stark terms:
These training courses helped us understand what it
means to be a media worker, how to be a profes‐
sional, how to deliver the information accurately, not
to have bias. We learned what media is. We learned
about professional ethics….We became media work‐
ers, and we think of what we are producing. (Personal
communication, 2019)
On an institutional level, the proliferation of differ‐
ent experimentation with new institutional settings
and structures constitutes another important facet
of the development of emerging media. The Ethical
Charter for Syrian Media, for example, is a collabora‐
tive effort by its members—26 Syrian emerging media
outlets—to establish a binding media regulation body
for the sector (see Sarkisjan, 2021). Other such experi‐
ments in (parallel‐)institution building include the Syrian
Journalist Association (formed as a labour union to rep‐
resent Syrian journalists who were excluded from the
Syrian Journalists Union, controlled by the regime), and
the Syrian Female Journalists Network (Tatomir et al.,
2020). Similar experimentation on a sectoral level can be
seen in Tunisia where different associative media actors
cooperated in establishing two institutional bodies to
represent them and advocate on their behalf (Badran
et al., 2021).
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These institutional arrangements, collaborations,
and networks proliferate at different levels. The Syrian
Network for Print Media, for example, pooled together
resources from several print media to organise a joint
print and distribution operation for member organisa‐
tions (Tatomir et al., 2020). On a regional level, the
February Network (see “How do we continue?,” 2019)
brought together different emerging media organisa‐
tions from Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, and Egypt to organise
and establish a year‐long training programme for aspir‐
ing journalists under the name Alternative Academy for
Arab Journalism (see https://caforarabjournalism.com).
On an international level, emerging media organisa‐
tions have become increasingly integrated into indepen‐
dent and investigative journalism networks such as the
Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project and
Global Investigative Journalism Network.
These different experiments in institutional and coali‐
tion building combine a top‐down encouragement from
media development donors—whose funding makes
these initiatives possible—and bottom‐up collaboration
from emerging media actors. More importantly, how‐
ever, they reflect a deep awareness among emerg‐
ing media organisations of their role, and that of
other emerging media outlets—both individually and
collectively—as representing a unique class of actors
within their own contexts and the region.
4. Voice, Agency, and Precarity
Thus far, our analysis has mapped out the logics that
underlie these interventions into the politics of voice of
the region represented by emerging media organisations.
However, we should be careful in ascribing a linear direc‐
tionality or unproblematic inevitability to these interven‐
tions. Indeed, they belie a complex network of choices,
contestations, and contradictions that reflect the inter‐
action between the political and professional agency and
precarity of these media organisations, and the individu‐
als and groups behind them.
Media development funding is in many ways a condi‐
tion of possibility for the persistence and survival of these
actors. However, and perhaps because of that, it also
represents a deeply contested and ambiguous terrain
with implications on other dimensions (see Brownlee,
2017). Political and institutional logics embedded in such
funding programmes (e.g., subordination to foreign pol‐
icy considerations of donor countries, aid‐dependency,
short‐termism, and choice of indicators) represent sig‐
nificant challenges for their eventual beneficiaries (see
Badran, in press; Brownlee, 2017; Noske‐Turner, 2014;
Waisbord & Jones, 2010). These challenges, and the
choices made in responding to them, have direct and indi‐
rect implications for emerging media’s engagement with
the question of voice. Emerging media organisations, in
dealing with the political and economic implications of
this funding model, have to manoeuvre themselves in
two different directions.
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Firstly, they have to manage how this funding might
impact their public legitimacy. As one Tunisian journalist
reflected, “There is a stigma when you say this project
is done in partnership with this or that donor. There is
a lot of suspicion. For whose benefit are you working?”
(Personal communication, 2019). Beyond matters of per‐
ception, there are also ethico‐political choices that need
to be made as Lina Attallah of Mada Masr makes clear:
There is a limit to what kind of funding we accept.
We obviously do not take state funding from the
US or the UK for example, which have been directly
involved in screwing our people, in very, very direct
ways. We prefer to work with more independent
media development organisations. (Personal commu‐
nication, 2019)
Secondly, they have to manage the dependency this
funding model creates and the stark power imbalance
between them and their international interlocutors.
By 2016, the protraction of the Syrian conflict signifi‐
cantly shrunk the amount of media funding available and
spurred a collapse and consolidation of the emerging
media sphere into a handful of outlets (Badran, 2020).
But it also crystallised some successful strategies for man‐
aging these contingencies, for example in the case of
Enab Baladi, by spreading the risk across different donors
and different sections of the organisation, thus atten‐
uating the inherent imbalance of power with interna‐
tional media development organisations—albeit at the
cost of growing administrative and bureaucratic complex‐
ity (Badran & Smets, 2021).
These are questions and dilemmas that emerging
media actors are acutely aware of and have to navi‐
gate daily as this editorial on SyriaUntold makes clear.
The authors describe a double‐bind between a power‐
ful Western gaze in mainstream media that obscures
local narratives (for example in covering the destruction
of Palmyra or environmental degradation) and an oppo‐
site pressure (operationalised in funding priorities) that
might valorise these emerging indigenous voices but only
in certain circumscribed spaces and modes of visibility—
what the authors called the “Palmyra Syndrome”:
For non‐profit organisations, including SyriaUntold,
which mainly relies on NGOs to produce content, it is
not easy to find funding to cover certain issues, such
as the environment. Sometimes such proposals are
turned away with answers such as: “We are not sure
Syrians would be interested” or “could you instead
give us a proposal on human rights, or more political
issues?” (Youssef & De Angelis, 2021, para. 18)
Thus, grant funding, should not only be seen as liberating
emerging media actors from the pressures of market and
state in their restrictive environments (an enabling func‐
tion), but also as presenting them with several dilemmas
and challenges in terms of their internal/external legiti‐
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macy as well as balancing editorial independence with a
condition of aid dependence (restrictive function). Grant
funding, in a sense, also distorts the “emerging media
market” by artificially privileging certain organisational
models over others (e.g., ability to register the organisa‐
tion in Europe or the US), rewarding actors who are bet‐
ter able (and willing) to respond to changes in donors’
preferences and concerns (e.g., through thematic fund‐
ing channels), as well as rewarding increased investment
in administrative functions (e.g., monitoring and report‐
ing, grant writing) as opposed to editorial functions.
The challenges of balancing an array of ethico‐
political and professional choices in the context of a polit‐
ical economy constituted by development aid are not
limited to emerging media in the MENA region; analo‐
gous examples from Burma/Myanmar (Brooten, 2016),
Nigeria (Myers, 2018), and other countries (Cook, 2016a,
2016b) reflect similar dynamics and challenges. More
broadly still, the questions faced by these actors on issues
from editorial independence, financial viability, and the
increased precarisation of journalistic work echo contem‐
porary debates in the field of journalism writ large (Deuze
& Witschge, 2020; Waisbord, 2019; Zelizer, 2015).
Moreover, these dilemmas and challenges are not
only exogenous in nature, but they also arise internally
in dealing with any number of issues related to represen‐
tation and participation (see, for example, Matar & Helmi,
2020; Saleh, 2020). Indeed, as the professionalisation pro‐
cess of these actors proceeds towards the constitution of
elaborate organisational and administrative apparatuses,
it brings with it a more profound sense of the responsibil‐
ity to define the type of workplace it constitutes:
What is that curatorial process of putting together
an institution that acts as an ecology of care to
its team members?….How do you invest in proper
healthcare insurances? How do you organise sabbat‐
icals? How do you deal with burnout? How do you
think of wellness and well‐being? (Personal commu‐
nication, 2019)
In Mada Masr’s case above, the challenge is thus twofold
(though intricately interwoven): dealing with the political
precarity associated with journalistic work in an authori‐
tarian context, as well as negotiating economic precarity
in neoliberal times. Different contexts and actors have
to face up to these same questions, albeit under dif‐
ferent guises. Enab Baladi, for example, has to negoti‐
ate the different layers of precarious labour and precar‐
ious life within a specific condition of displacement and
exile (Badran & Smets, 2021). While associative radios
in Tunisia have to engage with questions about the bal‐
ance of volunteer and remunerated labour in a context
of worsening economic conditions (Badran et al., 2021).
The answers to these questions are seldom straight‐
forward in their implications. Enab Baladi, for example,
can be seen to protect its editorial and financial inde‐
pendence (e.g., in opting for smaller grants, from diverse
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sources) by cascading the sense of precarity down to the
staff (e.g., in the form of low remuneration), which in
turn brings about other unintended consequences (e.g.,
in the form of high rates of staff turnover and lack of insti‐
tutional continuity; Badran & Smets, 2021).
Finally, a similar set of dilemmas emerge in the com‐
petition between these media actors themselves for the
scarce (and increasingly unpredictable) funding within
that closed system, the inequalities this competition cre‐
ates, and what implications that has on the plurality of
voices in this sphere.
These questions, and the experimentation in engag‐
ing with them, necessarily straddle both the endoge‐
nous and particularistic (geographical and political) con‐
texts of dislocation, as well as exogenous pressures
and dislocations in the field of journalism more gener‐
ally. Delineating and engaging on this level of analysis—
the underbelly of the phenomenon of emerging media
organisation—is directly related to our understanding of
these media in terms of their intervention into the pol‐
itics of voice and the limitations of that intervention.
Taking these considerations into account is necessary to
understand the nature, extent, and limits of these inter‐
ventions. Indeed, it not only allows us to nuance and
complicate our account of emerging media organisations
but also to de‐essentialise and historicise them and to
place them in conversation with analogous actors and
developments more globally.
5. Conclusions
The aftermath of the Arab uprisings presents a highly
variegated regional context stretching from fundamen‐
tal state reform in Tunisia, to state collapse in Syria and
authoritarian retrenchment in Egypt. Thus, the particu‐
lar political, economic, and social contexts in which these
media actors emerge and attempt to ply their trade are
highly divergent. Nevertheless, this article aimed at mak‐
ing an argument for a broader understanding of post‐
2011 Arab emerging media beyond the particularities of
their national and local contexts, by placing them in con‐
versation with one another, and with developments and
changes in the journalistic field more broadly. It does so
by centring the notion of voice as the lens through which
to interpret and evaluate the discourses, practices, and
structures of these emerging media actors.
The thesis we propose is that emerging media organ‐
isations represent specific (multi‐dimensional) interven‐
tions into the politics of voice in their various national
and local contexts, albeit ones that share similar log‐
ics: pluralisation of voice, professionalisation, and rela‐
tive (economic) independence from market and state.
Different contexts necessarily mean that the operational‐
isation of these logics differs accordingly—e.g., the plu‐
ralisation of voices in Syria can be seen in the rise of
Kurdish journalism, while in Tunisia, it can be seen in
the proliferation of local associative media and their
articulation with longstanding regional marginalisation.
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Similarly, at the level of modalities, we see a diverse
and heterogeneous array of concrete practices. However,
the underlying logic of these practices, we argue, tends
towards a valorisation of the “professionalisation” of
journalistic work (in terms of structures, values, and
craft). The political economy underlying this sphere of
emerging media, largely underpinned by grant funding
from media development organisations, also shows a
shared tendency towards institutionalisation (at differ‐
ent levels). The different experiments by emerging media
in building sectoral or regional institutions reflect a deep
awareness of themselves (and of each other) as repre‐
senting a unique class of actors in their own contexts and
the region.
Finally, we also show that these interventions, and
their underpinning logics, belie a complex dynamic
between the political and professional agency and pre‐
carity of these media organisations and the individu‐
als and groups behind them. Indeed, far from suggest‐
ing a teleological essence to the interventions described
above, we emphasise that they are a function of contin‐
gent, and sometimes contradictory, external and inter‐
nal pressures, whilst also representing the unique and
context‐specific responses of emerging media actors
themselves to such pressures. Seen through a critical
framework of voice, this dynamic illustrates both the lim‐
its and robustness of these interventions. More broadly,
to paraphrase Watts (2001, p. 185), it also evokes the
problems and obligations incumbent in an engagement
with the politics of voice, as well as the frustrations, suf‐
ferings, and joy of such commitments.
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